FLEASY

One line pitch:
The Sky is no limit. We build an aircraft that will carry 2 passengers from downtown Paris to downtown Milan in two hours using hydrogen and without a pilot.

Addressed market and international ambitions:
We want to address the markets of express transportation for freight & persons. Apart from the military market, we will also sell to companies servicing offshore drills & wind turbines. Our final target market is fast intercity transportation that we compare in size to luxury cars, a $300Bn market.

Your team:
• Our Team Makes four talents meet: A multi-entrepreneur head in the clouds and hands in the income statement

Value proposition:
Our competitors work on electrical city air taxis. We want to use the same aircraft to address progressively more complex markets: 1/ military freight 2/ civilian freight 3/ military personnel transport 4/ licensed private pilots use 5/ automated air taxi. This way we build experience, trust and profitability while our competitors fight the most difficult legal & psychological challenges for us.

Business model:
We are an aircraft manufacturer. Our two main lines of income are: 1- the sales of aircrafts to individuals or corporate clients 2- the maintenance services (around 5% of the price of the aircraft each year)

IP and regulatory situation:
We have already patented parts of our solution for France. We are now working on covering the rest of the world.

COMPANY PROFILE

Website: http://www.fleasy.tech/

Category: Global Impact

Contact:
Jérome Persiani
jerome@fleasy.tech

Location: France

Founded in: 2018-07-01

Employees: 4

Financial information (€):
• Stage: early stage
• Capital raised to date: 300000€ (in the next few weeks)
• Annual revenue: 0